Farm size limits agriculture’s poverty reduction potential in Eastern India even with irrigation-led intensification
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- Irrigation is crucial for food security and climate resilience
- We assess the link between agricultural intensification of smallholder farms and personal daily incomes from farming
- Rice-wheat production can only lift large farms above the poverty line
- Reducing farmer poverty needs multi-sectoral investments and off-farm jobs
- Targeted investments are required to strengthen capacity for staple production
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1. Introduction

Agricultural intensification and enhanced resilience to water stress through irrigation development is a widely discussed approach for achieving food security (Sustainable Development Goal (SDG2)), climate action (SDG13), and poverty reduction (SDG1) in smallholder-dominated poverty hotspots such as the Eastern Gangetic Plains (EGP) of South Asia. From 1994 to 2012, poverty in the Indian state of Bihar, which encompasses a large part of the EGP, has been reduced from 61% to 34%. This figure still lags behind national averages in the region such as 21% in India, 15% in Nepal and 20% in Bangladesh as of 2010 (World Bank Group, 2016). Situated between the Himalayas and the Bay of Bengal, agricultural production risks are increasing in the Eastern Gangetic Plains due to a progressively more erratic monsoon cycle and high exposure to climate shocks such as droughts and heat (Sheth, 2015). To adapt to increasing dry spells, groundwater is the main source of supplemental irrigation water for farmers in the EGP, but reliable access and associated irrigation intensities vary widely (Foster et al., 2019; Shah et al., 2009; Urfels et al., 2020). Consequently, policy initiatives in the Indian EGP promise to transform agriculture by doubling farmers’ incomes through irrigation-led agricultural intensification that relies on expanding groundwater use (Lele, 2019; Struijk and Kuyper, 2017). These initiatives focus on investments in better irrigation infrastructure, entrepreneurship, and irrigation services to reduce climate risks and increase agricultural productivity.

However, while there is ample literature on the potential of irrigation-led agricultural intensification to increase yields (especially under controlled conditions), the potential for directly reducing poverty by raising farmer incomes from crop production is poorly understood. As highlighted by Balasubramanya and Stifel (2020), the evidence on linkages between irrigation and poverty reduction remain limited although previous research has outlined the importance of cross-sectoral and indirect effects of irrigation development on poverty reduction (Namara et al., 2010). More recently, studies in Sub-Saharan Africa (Frelat et al., 2016; Harris, 2019) have shown that investing in agricultural production may only provide modest improvements in households’ poverty status and increasingly cross-sectoral efforts are needed to reach SDG1. These studies showed that land per capita ratios limit the personal daily incomes from farming (FPDI) that can be expected from agricultural intensification when compared to national and international poverty lines (Harris, 2019). However, such evidence remains scarce in the rice-wheat systems of the EGP and filling this knowledge gap may provide critical insights for designing targeted policies and development programs for the sustainable intensification of agriculture.

In this paper, we use the Intensification Benefit Index (IBI) (Harris, 2019) and a unique large n dataset to assess the opportunity space for irrigation-led agricultural intensification to increase the income farmers can derive from rice-wheat production systems in the EGP. We evaluate these gains vis-à-vis the international poverty line of Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)$1.90 day$^{-1}$ (World Bank, 2020). We find that while irrigation improves crop yields, small farm sizes limit the income increases farmers may gain through agricultural intensification. This paper investigates four aspects: First, we explore the distribution of households’ IBI values (akin to a household’s land per capita ratio) to understand farm sizes and their impact on daily incomes from crop production. Second, we compare the productivity of rice-wheat production and conservatively assess production costs to benchmark households’ FPDI values and calorie provisioning associated with increasing numbers of irrigation applications. These estimates assume free irrigation. Third, we conduct a sensitivity analysis around the cost of irrigation to explore the impact of varying irrigation prices associated with different irrigation technologies on our estimated FPDI values. Fourth, we assess trends in home consumption and market participation patterns of irrigated rice-wheat production and their implications for the overall livelihoods of farming households.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study area & data

The EGP encompasses parts of the Indian states of Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, the Terai region of Nepal, and northwestern Bangladesh and contrasts with the drier Middle and Upper Gangetic Plains in Western India and Pakistan. The region generally receives between 1000 and 1500 mm of rainfall per year, of which >80% occurs in the monsoon months June–September. The soils and associated aquifers represent some of the world’s most extensive alluvial plains formed by the meandering Ganges and its tributaries that carry sediments from the
Himalayas. Smallholders, farmers working on ≤10 ha of land and within our sample not exceeding 5 ha (see Table 1), predominantly grow rice (>90%) in the monsoon season followed by mainly wheat (>60%) but also other crops such as lentils, oilseeds, or potatoes that are planted on residual moisture after the rice harvest in November and are harvested in late March.

Household-level production data for farmers’ main rice and wheat plots in 2017–2018 (henceforth ‘household data’) were collected with an ODK-assisted questionnaire as part of a collaborative data collection effort between the Cereal Systems Initiative for South Asia (www.csisa.org) and the Indian Council of Agricultural Research (ICAR) (for details, see e.g., Ajay et al., 2022). Key modules included landholding characteristics, plot characteristics, input and management activities, and yield outcomes. Data was collected from 10 randomly selected households from 25 randomly selected villages across 36 districts in Eastern Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. For each season, households were sampled independently. This led to a total of 18,000 household – cropping season observations of which 16,016 were retained after quality control (see Fig. 1).

We analyzed the household survey data from the 2017–2018 rice-wheat-rice season in the EGP with the following crop-year combination: rice-wheat = 16,016; thereof rice: n = 8589 and wheat: n = 7427. Among wheat farmers, 81% grew rice before wheat, while 75% of rice farmers grew wheat as the previous crop in 2017 and 84% in 2018. The second largest category of previous crops grown was ‘fallow’ for both rice and wheat. Rabi rice was not considered in this study. Land fragmentation poses challenges to collecting production data from smallholder environments as management may vary from plot to plot. We simplified the analysis by assuming that farmers applied the same management practices and obtained the same yields as on their largest plot across all plots (Fraval et al., 2019; Niroula and Thapa, 2005). Furthermore, as is common with similar datasets, farmers’ inaccurate estimates of landholding and very small plot sizes can cause large positive outliers, which we removed by consecutively trimming off households in the 99th percentile of affected variables (i.e., IBI, FDPI, landholding size, and profits). This procedure resulted in a total dataset of 15,572 records (rice: 8244; wheat: 7328). Demographically, educational status of respondents shows that the sample reflects a diversity of backgrounds: masters (1.6%), bachelors (8.7%), secondary school (11%), primary school (30%), matriculation (21%), no schooling (27%).

Precipitation was average for the rice season 2017, with a Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) ~0, and below average for the wheat 2018 season, SPI ~ –1 to –3 (IRI, 2020). This means that our data only partially account for weather factors and therefore can only offer limited inference regarding resilience and robustness provided by increased irrigation intensities to the rice-wheat systems of the EGP. Specifically, the data offer ‘high side’ estimates of irrigation advantage due to prevailing climate conditions.

2.2. Profit estimation for fully subsidized irrigation and intensification benefit index

2.2.1. Intensification benefit index

To analyze the effect of increased use of irrigation on household incomes, we first calculated the Intensification Benefit Index (IBI) of households (Harris, 2019). The IBI indicates what a farm household earns in dollar per day terms (US$/person/day) from generic farm system profitability values expressed in dollar returns per ha per year terms (US$/ha/year) and is a function of farm size and household size (Eq. (1)). Since both parts of this ratio are expressed in the same currency, IBI may be used to compare directly farming households in different countries in a unit of cents/dollar. IBI is proportional to household land per capita (LPC) and Eq. (1) simplifies to LPC/365.

\[ IBI = \frac{\text{FDPI}}{\text{household size (persons)} \times \text{cropped area (ha)}} \]  
(1)

2.2.2. Personal daily incomes from farming (FDPI)

We estimated FDPI in US$ day\(^{-1}\) from the annual profitability values per hectare reported for rice and wheat production by households for each observation (Eq. (2)). To allow for international comparisons of income measures and comparison against the international poverty line, we converted the input and sales costs to PPPs by using a conversion factor of 18.10 INR-PPPs as reported by the World Bank for 2018. Subsequently, we calculated the value of total production by multiplying self-reported yields in t/ha with the reported farm gate price in (PPPs $\text{t}^{-1}$). We treated the full net value of production as income since farmers would have to purchase grains for a similar price if home consumption were absent, thus neglecting factors such as additional costs associated with commercial value chains, price fluctuations in time, and quality differences to maintain parsimonious analysis. We also used the IBI to calculate the crop-specific personal daily calories available (in kcal day\(^{-1}\)) from total production per ha using an average value of 2800 kcal kg\(^{-1}\) for rice and 3340 kcal kg\(^{-1}\) for wheat (D’Odorico et al., 2014).

\[ \text{FDPI} = \left(\frac{\text{yield} \times \text{farm gate price} \text{day}^{-1}}{\text{input cost} \times \text{IBI}}\right) \]  
(2)

We then approximated profits by subtracting input costs in PPP$ ha\(^{-1}\). Since our dataset does not contain full cost of production information, we approximated FDPIs by using key cost of production values (machinery, seed, labor, and fertilizer). For fertilizer, we multiplied the amounts of fertilizers that individual surveyed farmers reported to have applied with its typical costs per kg (Urea PPP$ 0.9; DAP 1.06 PPP$). For

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Overview of descriptive summary statistics for key variables. Landholding, irrigation frequency, fertilizer cost, and yield are raw input data. Other variables were calculated for each household as described in the Methods section. Source: Household Data (see Section 2.1 for details).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
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the remainder we used values as reported by the Indian Government for the state of Bihar for machinery (rice: 221.82 $PPP ha\(^{-1}\), wheat: 327.96 $PPP ha\(^{-1}\)), seed (rice: 178.67 $PPP ha\(^{-1}\), wheat: 178.67 INR ha\(^{-1}\)), and hired labor (wheat: 251.05 $PPP ha\(^{-1}\), rice: 525.80 $PPP ha\(^{-1}\)) as our dataset did not include this information (CACP: Cost of Cultivation Report 2017) (Commission for Agricultural Costs and Prices, 2017a, 2017b). For irrigation cost, we first treated irrigation as free (i.e., fully subsidized) and then conducted a sensitivity analysis that accounts for the different types of typical irrigation systems and associated costs as described at the end of this section. In addition, we compared the FPDIs that account for the net value of production with cash incomes by multiplying FPDIs with the self-reported marketed share of production and explored daily calories per capita retained by households. We further present the self-reported share of agricultural income in total household income as well as the surveyed crop’s share of agricultural income.

### 2.2.3. Irrigation, yield, and daily incomes

We assessed how yields and daily incomes differ across the rainfed–fully irrigated spectrum. Here, our goal was not to isolate the causal effect of irrigation frequency on yields and daily incomes, but to identify realistic yield and daily incomes that farmers may obtain for different levels of irrigation intensity based on the observations in our dataset. Given the limitations of our costs data, we further ensure the robustness of our results by contextualizing our findings through investigations of gross value of production, profit ha\(^{-1}\) values from the literature and secondary literature and included (rented) large diesel pumps, small diesel pumps, (rented) electric pumps, and fully subsidized irrigation pumping costs. We used irrigation cost values based on fieldwork data across these factors including across irrigation frequencies. The average yield and income values for high irrigation frequencies thus serves as a reasonable baseline for these systems. Given that our dataset does contain some of the key contributing factors, we investigated their impact by including them in the random forest regressions to calculate partial dependency plots (Lundberg and Lee, 2017; Yang, 2021) that account for a large number of predictors including soil and drainage class, education, fertilizer rate, share of crops sold, landholding size, weeding times, abiotic and biotic stress occurrence, crop duration, market distance, variety type, planting date, plot ownership, timeliness of input availability, market distance, and irrigation sources. The yield prediction model was fit with the fast ranger implementation of random forest in R (Wright and Ziegler, 2017) to overcome performance issues with the original implementation (Liaw and Wiener, 2002). The model was run with 500 trees and mtry set to the square root of the number of variables.

This model showed that benefits of irrigation varied regionally and with other factors and co-variates such as soil type, crop types, input intensity, and farmers’ education (which lie outside the scope of this paper). However, as expected due to the large size of the dataset, the sign and magnitude of yield and income levels between rainfed and fully irrigated systems were confirmed even when other factors and co-variates were accounted for (see Section 3.2). Importantly, farm size remained the major governing variable for daily incomes. In addition, studies regarding the efficiencies and farm size – productivity dynamics among small farms (Deininger et al., 2017; Paul and Githinji, 2018), indicate a certain degree of endogeneity may affect causal inference analytics on the impact of irrigation on farm incomes and need to be carefully considered in future studies. In the Supplementary materials, we provide exploratory overviews of (i) partial effects estimates of GAM models for irrigation frequency and FPDIs across IBI groups and (ii) smoothing splines for estimated FDI across irrigation levels for different crop type and soil type combinations to provide interested readers further details.

Lastly, for the sensitivity analysis of irrigation costs, we assessed how the profitability of irrigation-based intensification changed with typical pumping costs. We used irrigation cost values based on fieldwork data and secondary literature and included (rented) large diesel pumps, small diesel pumps, (rented) electric pumps, and fully subsidized irrigation (Foster et al., 2019; Shah et al., 2009; Urfels et al., 2020). We assumed
an irrigation of 60 mm, 3.59 $PPP/l of fuel, 1.21 $PPP/unit of electricity; Large pumps: 1.25 l/h fuel consumption and 12 l/s discharge; Small pumps: 0.5 l/h fuel consumption and 10 l/s discharge; Electric: 1 unit/h energy consumption and 8 l/s discharge.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Intensification Benefit Index distribution and the median household

The households in our dataset had a very small median IBI value of 0.02 cents per dollar - with a strongly right-skewed distribution (see Table 1 for crop-wise figures). This means that a household with the median IBI value with crop production profits of $PPPS 1000 ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ would earn $PPPS 0.20 day⁻¹. A profit of 9500 $PPPS ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ would be required to provide the $PPPS 1.90 day⁻¹ needed to move above the international poverty line (World Bank, 2017). The median number of household members in our dataset was 7.8 with 0.54 ha for a household’s landholding (see Table 1 for crop-wise figures). To contextualize, the median IBI value of 0.02 cents dollar⁻¹ may represent a household with 0.64 ha of land and 8 persons, 0.32 ha of land and 4 persons or, more generally, a land per capita ratio of 0.08 ha person⁻¹. To understand the IBI logic, consider the following thought experiment: If the landholding of a household would increase (e.g., double due to land purchases) the cropping system profitability requirements for reaching the poverty line would be cut in half (4500 $PPPS ha⁻¹ year⁻¹). Similarly, as the number of household members decreases, IBI values increase as relatively more land is available per person. For example, if a household member left the household (e.g., young adults to pursue work opportunities elsewhere) this would also decrease the profit requirements to lift the farming household above the poverty line (but may impose additional labor costs that might constrain achievement of that profit).

In addition, productivity and management of small farms might be further constrained by other factors such as machinery and labor availability even if irrigation intensity is increased (Urfels et al., 2021). Consequently, irrigation-led intensification is likely to benefit from delineating areas where substantial accompanying investments are required to lift other production constraints before the benefits of irrigation could materialize.

Furthermore, we found that for the median rice + wheat growing household in our sample the estimated full net value of production amounted to $PPPS 2905 ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ and $PPPS 0.56 day⁻¹ (see Table 1 for crop-wise figures). Average yields of 3.9 t/ha (rice) and 2.8 t/ha (wheat) provided 4054 kcal person⁻¹ day⁻¹ at the median IBI of 0.02 (see Table 1). While not lifting households above the poverty line, rice-wheat systems provide important contributions to household food security. Accordingly, our data shows that most of the production is consumed rather than sold (median sold share of income: $PPPS 572 ha⁻¹ year⁻¹ and $PPPS 0.11 day⁻¹ (see Section 3.4)). In addition, farmers tended to complement farm incomes with off-farm income sources. For the median household, incomes from rice-wheat accounted for only 20% of total income, and agriculture, in general, accounted for ca. 40% (see Fig. 2 and Section 3.4). That is, the median household earned ca. $PPPS 0.55 day⁻¹ from sources other than rice-wheat production. Together, these figures suggest that rice-wheat production contributed a considerable share to household food security but, although it decreases the depth of poverty, a substantial increase in incomes from crop production would be required to lift the median household above the poverty line.

Altogether, our data indicates that most farmers in our dataset live well below the international poverty line with rice-wheat production being worth $PPPS 0.56 or less for 50% of the population (increasing to $PPPS 1.11 when considering our estimates of other income sources). Consequently, if profitability of the cropping system was doubled, incomes from crop production alone would see FDPI’s increase from 29% of the poverty line to 58%. Although this is an important reduction in the depth of poverty, it would require almost a quadrupling of FDPI’s to ensure incomes from crop production above the poverty line – curtailing the potential of improved farm management practices alone to change the poverty status of farm households.

3.2. Income and productivity responses to increasing irrigation frequency with free irrigation

Overall, our data shows that 8% of rice farmers irrigated only once or not at all, 20% irrigated twice, 27% irrigated three times, 16% irrigated four times and 28% irrigated their rice crop five or more times. For wheat, 14% of farmers irrigated once, 50% twice, 30% three times, 5% irrigated four times, and 13 farmers, fewer than 1%, reported irrigating five times. Our results suggest that increasing irrigation frequency is associated with increased yields, but most farmers irrigated at a low frequency (Fig. 3). As expected, the yield response for rice (which is grown during the rainy season) is smaller than for wheat. The average irrigation frequency was 2 irrigations for wheat and 3 for rice. For rice, the difference between mean yields for low and high irrigation-frequency systems was 0.17 t/ha (see Fig. 3, p < 0.01). For wheat, the yield difference between the median low and high irrigation-frequency systems was 0.7 t/ha (see Fig. 3, p < 0.01). This positive yield response to increasing irrigation intensity holds true when controlling for other variables and contributing factors (Fig. 3). Although our models do not control for unobserved variables, agronomic studies in these systems have consistently shown that planting dates, fertilizer, varieties, soil types and especially irrigation are consistently the most important predictors for yield (Devkota et al., 2021; McDonald et al., 2022).

Next, we cautiously estimated FDPIs. To make best use of our unique dataset, we focused on key costs of reported fertilizer, and average per ha values for seed, labor and machinery use. For irrigation, we assumed free irrigation first and later approximated the impact of irrigation cost separately with a sensitivity analysis. Given the partial nature of our cost estimates, the true FDPIs are likely lower.

Our results suggest that irrigation-led intensification only has a limited impact on FDPIs in relation to the international poverty line. At low irrigation frequency, the rice-wheat system provided a median 0.36 $PPPS day⁻¹, which is 18.9% of the poverty line. The median difference in FDPI between low and high irrigation frequency systems was 0.15 $PPPS day⁻¹ for rice and 0.10 $PPPS day⁻¹ for wheat. That is a 56% increase in rice and 70% increase in wheat (see Fig. 3, p < 0.01). Well-irrigated rice-wheat systems only see median FDPIs of 0.61 $PPPS day⁻¹. These increases in FDPI help to close the gap towards the poverty line but remain significantly below 1.90 $PPPS day⁻¹. The estimated per ha profits for the 99th percentile – a common definition of attainable yields and profits – of the high-irrigation groups were 3363 $PPPS ha⁻¹ for rice and 2397 $PPPS ha⁻¹ for wheat. That is a combined 5760 $PPPS ha⁻¹.
are required – and even more so for the 50% of farmers with lower IBI values. The partial dependency plots of the random forest model that control for other variables (Fig. 3) confirm that returns to increasing irrigation frequency in rice-wheat systems are positive but, on average, limited in magnitude. Besides, our per ha yield and profitability results compare well to similar results reported for the improvements of net output from irrigated vs. non-irrigated crop production systems across Asia (Hussain, 2007) – further suggesting that our estimates are in the right order of magnitude and that significantly higher profits are unlikely to materialize.

Lastly, the non-linear shape of the rice response to irrigation (see Fig. 3) cannot be directly explained in this study. Two possible explanations could be that, as indicated in other studies, farmers in low irrigation frequency systems apply irrigation late to save the crop rather than to enhance productivity which may mute the yield response, or that water may not be the only yield-limiting factor in the lower input systems (Urfels et al., 2020). Explaining these aspects requires further research.

3.3. Irrigation cost, high-value agriculture, and minimum support price

In the EGP, it is often assumed that poverty alleviation in rural economies is constrained by high irrigation costs and low market prices for agricultural (Shah et al., 2012; Sidhu et al., 2020; Singh, 2018). We explored this assumption but found that farm size remains primary limiting factor for FDPs from irrigation-led intensification for most rice and wheat farmers. To investigate these claims we first conducted a sensitivity analysis of irrigation costs and looked at the impact of providing all farmers the official minimum support price rather than the farm gate prices they receive (which are substantially lower).

For irrigation, several irrigation technologies with different pricing mechanisms exist in the EGP. This matters because irrigation often comprises the highest component among input costs in the rice-wheat systems of the EGP. High prices are the result of diesel pumps use and expensive rental markets (Shah et al., 2012; Urfels et al., 2020). But options to reduce irrigation cost exist and include better pump selection (Bom et al., 2001; Foster et al., 2019; Urfels et al., 2020) or shifting to electric energy which is expanding quickly in the region.

On average, the estimated economic returns in the high-irrigation intensity group over the low irrigation group were estimated at 0.11 PPP$ day\(^{-1}\) for rental pumps, 0.34 PPP$ day\(^{-1}\) for small diesel pumps, and 0.38 PPP$ day\(^{-1}\) for electric pumps (Fig. 4, Table 2). But the right-skewed IBI distribution lead to significantly smaller gains for households in the bottom quartile of IBI values (Fig. 5). The median FDP difference
FPDI for the bottom IBI quartile would amount to a 0.26 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ support price for 2020 was paid to farmers in our dataset, the median effects for the highest household IBI quartile. If the official minimum suggests that minimum support prices (see Fig. 5) only have meaningful cereals or shifting to high-value crops. As with irrigation cost, our data include better market prices such as the minimum support price for that the effect of irrigation prices on FDPIs only becomes of substantial magnitude for the largest farms (Table 2; Figs. 4 and 5) – but not for the majority.

Additional often-cited policy levers form improving farmers’ incomes include better market prices such as the minimum support price for cereals or shifting to high-value crops. As with irrigation cost, our data suggests that minimum support prices (see Fig. 5) only have meaningful effects for the highest household IBI quartile. If the official minimum support price for 2020 was paid to farmers in our dataset, the median FDPI for the bottom IBI quartile would amount to a 0.26 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ for low irrigation intensities and 0.30 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ for systems with high irrigation intensities (compared to 2.64 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ and 3.14 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ for the upper IBI quartile). Farmers do see increases in FDPI and thus a reduction in the depth of poverty, but there is no transformative shift above the poverty line if they received the minimum support prices (see Fig. 4).

Another avenue for irrigation to increase FDPIs is by allowing for cultivation of cash crops or triple cropping. As our dataset does not contain such information, we explore these scenarios with profitability values from the literature and a few simple thought experiments: Profitability estimates for diversified or intensified farm systems in the region range from PPP$ 400 to PPP$ 13,000 per annum with either a third crop (e.g. greengram) and/or significant horticulture integration that replace rice and wheat (Khan and Verma, 2018; Mishra et al., 2021; Sen et al., 2017). These profit margins translate to 0.80–2.60 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ for the median household. In the unlikely event that all farmers in our dataset earned the top line 13,000 PPP$ ha$^{-1}$, 37% of farmers would remain below the poverty line and 15.7% below the 1 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ threshold. This means that highly productive farming systems with well-controlled triple cropping and well-functioning markets may lift a substantial number of farms above the poverty line of 1.90 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ but more than one third remains below it. Besides, the scalability of these diversified systems is limited by biophysical constraints, the food security and cultural value of rice and wheat production, and hinge on market integration, price fluctuations, and farmers’ ability to sustain both operation costs and capital investment costs. For many small-holders’ diversification thus provides some opportunities for poverty reduction, but with significant risks and investment costs.

These results have consequential implications for irrigation-led intensification policies and programs. First, the economic incentives to invest resources into (irrigation-led) agricultural intensification are rather limited for most farms. Upgrading irrigation infrastructure, for example, into increasingly promoted solar powered irrigation systems with significant upfront investment costs may not provide sufficient returns for most farms (Shah et al., 2018). Low capital investment options such as accessing the expanding and subsidized rural power grid may be more feasible for most farmers. Irrigation systems with high capital investments best target horticulturally oriented farms and farms
with high IBI values that have relatively greater incentives as they expect larger returns. Remote and resource-constrained cereal farmers are likely to rely on relatively low-cost, portable, easy to use and repair, diesel pumps until reliable access to electricity has reached these plots. Similarly, finding the right tariff policy for electrified farms—a heavily discussed policy lever—is unlikely to contribute to substantial transformations of rural incomes by raising incomes from crop production (Sidhu et al., 2020). Even with nominal flat tariffs—a pro-poor tariff structure (Sidhu et al., 2020)—our results suggest that farmers in the EGP are not likely to see meaningful changes to their daily incomes vis-a-vis the international poverty line.

On a relative basis and in line with the policy goal of doubling farmers’ incomes from 2015 to 2016 levels by 2024, the small improvements in income might still be seen as a win for reducing the depth of poverty (Government of India, 2017; Lele, 2019). With low incomes to start with (e.g. our estimated 0.27 PPP$ day\(^{-1}\) median FDPI for the bottom IBI quartile), however, it is a long way to go from doubling farm incomes (e.g. to 0.54 PPP$ day\(^{-1}\)) to transforming farmers’ poverty status and reaching 1.90 PPP$ day\(^{-1}\). Even impressive gains in agricultural productivity and profitability on a per hectare basis are not going to directly benefit most small farmers but mostly those that are already better off. To benefit the smaller farmers, policymakers need to invest in incremental and coordinated upgrading of agricultural value chains (including irrigation) and job training programs to create inclusive and diversified job opportunities for them.

### 3.4. Home consumption and market participation

Given that transforming the poverty status of most smallholders through better crop production alone is unlikely, this section explores patterns of home consumption and market participation to shed light on food security and off-farm income dimensions. As shown in Section 3.1 (Fig. 2), most smallholder directly consume rice and wheat production at home. One may assume that households with home consumption at sufficiency levels of, e.g., 2700 kcal person\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\) would increase their incomes by selling additional produce. But multifaceted household, non-household and geographical factors influence smallholders’ market participation (Barrett, 2008).

Accordingly, in our dataset, a higher number of irrigations and higher yields were associated with a higher number of kcal that were not...
sold to markets by the household. Households that had higher IBI values retained an especially high number of kcal person$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$; ranging from an average of 546 (SD: 279) kcal person$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$ (for the bottom 25% of IBI) to an average of 2624 (SD: 1277) kcal person$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$ (for the upper 25% of IBI) in rice and from an average of 531 (SD: 251) kcal person$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$ (for the bottom 25% of IBI) to an average of 2641 (SD: 1365) kcal person$^{-1}$ day$^{-1}$ (for the upper 25% of IBI) in wheat (not shown). However, most households, including the bottom 25% of IBI values, did sell some rice to markets (see Fig. 2) and the FDPIs from sold produce was double for smallholders with high irrigation frequencies versus ones that irrigated with low irrigation frequencies: 0.07 PPP$ day$^{-1}$ and 0.15 PPP$ day$^{-1}$. Intra-village insurance and exchanges are likely the source of these variations (Mehnir et al., 2019; Townsend, 1994) and larger landowners may increase their consumption while poorer households need to sell produce to meet basic cash needs.

Non-agricultural income in our dataset accounted for at least 50% of household income for most households (Fig. 2) showing that non-agricultural jobs complemented agricultural income streams and might provide resilience enhancing fallback options for climatic and social production shocks (Mehnir et al., 2019). These findings are in line with the general notion of non-farm income sources becoming an increasingly important source for household food security (Pingali et al., 2019; Sugden et al., 2014) as the rural economy of the region is currently undergoing rapid structural transformation. And home consumption and in-kind trading are being replaced by increasing commodification, non-farm employment, and purchasing of food crops.

A large literature exists on the dynamics of structural transformations and its effects on the allocation of resources as well as household food security dynamics (Pingali and Sander, 2017; Tomich et al., 2019; Webb and Block, 2012). Supporting the overall findings of our study, this body of research shows that increases in staple crop productivity and farm income do not necessarily go in hand with positive impact on poverty reductions and food and nutrition security. For example, supply and price levels of non-staple food sources may not keep up with increasing demand. Investing in non-staple value chains and production support is one potential way to increase the benefits of irrigation-led intensification. Doing so helps to maintain low price levels for more diverse diets while large farms improve their production and smaller farmers can seek increasing off-farm employment.

### 3.5. Policy implications and recommendations

In this article, we find that small farm sizes substantially limit the income increases that farmers may gain from raising agricultural productivity through irrigation-led intensification. However, we would like to clearly state two points this article does not claim: First, we focus on systematically assessing the opportunity space and structural limits for increasing farmers’ incomes from crop production with a unique large $n$ dataset. Secondly, this article does not claim that overall, there are few benefits from irrigation-led intensification of agriculture – we believe that there are many. What we do claim and specify is that the increases in farmers’ incomes from crop production are structurally limited by small farm sizes and consequently are likely to remain far below the poverty line for most smallholders in the EGP because the IBI is unlikely to change soon. This claim has important consequences for research and development planning and policies.

Our results show that while irrigation-led intensification is associated with improved productivity of rice-wheat systems, most farms are too small to substantially increase their incomes from crop production through irrigation-led intensification. These findings align with studies of the effects of climate shocks on different farm types and the adoption of conservation agriculture in the region (Keil et al., 2019; Lopez-Ridaura et al., 2018). One possible consequence may be a structural transformation involving many smallholders stepping out of agriculture followed by consolidation of land into larger units (Dorward et al., 2009). However, agricultural development in other land-scarce producing countries in Asia, such as Japan or Thailand, did not lead to an increase in farm sizes as it did in Europe or North America. Here, part-time and family farm rice-cultivation with scale-appropriate mechanization has prevailed as a common mode of rice cultivation, albeit with ageing farmers, high levels of subsidies and often inefficient farm management (Doner and Schneider, 2016; Faye et al., 2020; Veldhuizen et al., 2020). Achieving wider irrigation use and consequently higher levels of productivity therefore requires policymakers to cater to the needs of both small and large farmers with varying investment preferences. These need to consider not only the cost of irrigation but also changes in mobility, off-farm wage rates and opportunities, family labor, and drudgery required to apply water to the fields (Keil et al., 2019; Khatri-Chhetri et al., 2020). Developing an improved understanding of what works where, for whom, and why is required to bring benefits of more reliable irrigation to farmers in the EGP.

For example, better-connected farmers and those with larger landholdings can derive substantial improvements in household incomes from upgrading to solar or grid powered systems. Subsidized solar systems targeted for group use could provide some additional benefits for small farmers that have horticultural plots close to homesteads, with market linkages and transportation infrastructure (Agarwal and Jain, 2019). Many small farmers, however, occasionally rent pumps for irrigation of broadacre plots away from their homesteads (Deininger et al., 2017). For them, electrification or switching to smaller diesel pumps could reduce rental fees, improve production through supplementary irrigation, and perhaps reduce drought risk (our data comes from good rainfall years and better data from drought years is required to test this hypothesis) - thus bolstering food security and climate resilience. But the small profits that can be derived from their small plots and unreliable market linkages are unlikely to contribute to a rural transformation (de Bont et al., 2019; Keil et al., 2019). For small farmers, rice-wheat intensification, and crop production in general may not be the poverty alleviation strategy for the future, as profits are simply too small. Better off-farm income opportunities are required and upgrading agricultural value chains may provide some of them.

Nevertheless, the intensification of rice-wheat farming has a clear role to play in famine prevention among the poor and food security of groups other than smallholder farmers. Therefore, policymakers and practitioners should encourage equitable distribution of irrigation infrastructure and incrementally build a rural knowledge base around sustainable and effective water management at the field level in line with broader sustainable agricultural intensification efforts. Such widespread access to affordable irrigation can help poor households by increasing food production and lowering its price. Cheaper food prices will increase the purchasing power of the poor and reduce the depth of their poverty. However, analysis of this general equilibrium effect of irrigation on poverty reduction is beyond the scope of this paper. Besides, irrigation should not be promoted as a direct way out of poverty for the smallest farms, but policymakers should rather devise options for small farmers to enable supplementary income generation or a move out of agriculture for those who prefer that while using irrigation to buffer their production against climate shocks. Providing honest feedback and telling small farmers that they simply cannot generate sufficient income from farming their land and need to consider other options for generating income may be the best farming advice for them.

Increasing land productivity through irrigation-led intensification of rice-wheat production does not stand at odds with poverty reduction and can contribute to achieving goals such as food security. But achieving both requires a multi-faceted approach that encompasses a focus on farmers’ broader livelihood strategies, food security of landless, and strengthening and upgrading agricultural input and output value chains (Hanjra et al., 2009; Namara et al., 2010). Upgrading value chains requires institutional capacity and coordination along value chains targeting institutional capacity and coordination among line ministries and local governments to foster trust among upstream and downstream stakeholders, avoid technological lock-ins, and invest in critical, reliable infrastructure (Doner and Schneider, 2016; Veldhuizen et al., 2020).
et al., 2020). Farmers should play a key role in this process. For example, investments in training and education could teach valuable on- and off-farm skills, counteract the notion of agricultural jobs being unattractive, and allow farming households to become more successful farmers. Training programs could also enable off-farm workers and entrepreneurs to support agricultural transformation efforts and help upgrading of rural economies (Hanjra et al., 2009; Ogundari, 2014; Reimers and Klasen, 2013). For instance, supporting the pump and well-drilling sector to incrementally develop a sustainable, equitable, safe, and efficient infrastructure base should be considered as an entry point to create attractive jobs.

Next, sustainability concerns need to be taken more seriously. In the short to mid-term, the EGP faces little risk of groundwater depletion as groundwater recharge is high (>300 mm per year) (Mukherji, 2018; Shah et al., 2018). Aquifers are large and the electrification of groundwater irrigation in West Bengal has not led to any widespread decline in groundwater tables even with intensive Boro rice irrigation (Sarkar, 2020). In the long-term, however, growing water demands from non-agricultural sectors and the impact of increasingly frequent coupled climate shocks imposes additional sustainability concerns. Further research is required on the linkages with intensified groundwater use (Raymond et al., 2020). For example, dry spells that are coupled to heatwaves may affect crop growth beyond the sum of individual stresses, and changes in crop choice or new, more resilient cultivars may be required to fulfill food production needs (Kadam et al., 2014). Likewise, the impact of successive droughts and decreased recharge from increasingly erratic rainfall poses further concerns to the sustainability of irrigation in the EGP in the long-term. New methods to assess the impact of climate change on groundwater recharge should inform policy making and diversified and sustainable cropping systems need to be explored (Dillon et al., 2019; Kirby et al., 2016). These sustainability concerns also highlight the importance of climate resilience for ensuring food security which irrigation-led intensification is likely to substantially contribute to.

Lastly, policy programs should carefully state the main goals of intensifying rice-wheat farming and agricultural intensification in general. It may not transform the poverty status of small farmers, but securely irrigated rice-wheat farming can contribute to food security and build resilience against climate shocks. Strengthening these functions requires a better understanding of where and how to best improve productivity, mindful of farmers’ incentives and the complex interactions across bio-physical, socio-economic, and socio-technical factors, their gradients, and their interlinkages with other sustainability outcomes (Molden et al., 2010; Rockstrom et al., 2017; Suhardiman et al., 2018; Zewdie et al., 2020). Several factors interact to shape appropriate irrigation use: soil and drainage types of the plots, weather conditions, crop varieties, crop types and the timeliness and amount of irrigation. At the same time, social and technical requirements for the use of different irrigation systems add another layer of complexity and can constrain irrigation use (Westling et al., 2019). Building farmers’ knowledge and experience are crucial for navigating and managing these factors at the plot level. Future research needs to develop solutions that appreciate these dynamics across large landscapes and can pinpoint potential avenues for increasing land productivity and system profitability that are anchored in context- and place-specific development trajectories and informed by patterns of spatial inter-villege and intra-villege heterogeneity (Lambe et al., 2020). Expanding irrigation features high on the political agenda, and a new wave of irrigation research is needed for effectively utilizing irrigation infrastructure and fostering targeted and systemic improvement in a rapidly changing food system.

4. Conclusions

We investigated how irrigation-led intensification of rice-wheat systems may impact personal daily incomes derived from crop production of smallholder farmers in the Eastern Gangetic Plains. We find that crop production alone may not lift most household above the poverty line as most farms are too small to generate substantial incomes from crop production – especially from cereals. Nevertheless, irrigation reduces the depth of poverty and provides substantial benefits for agricultural productivity that play a key role in preventing famine and strengthening food security and climate resilience. Therefore, we argue that irrigation development should be considered as part of cross-sectoral efforts and coordinated upgrading of the rural economy that creates both agricultural and non-agricultural jobs and skills. As such, policymakers should develop targeted investments that can support irrigation-led agricultural intensification where it is likely to produce the largest payoffs for food security and climate resilience.

Our study is limited due to incomplete information on production costs and a more detailed analyses focusing on causal inference is needed in the future to provide more granular insights into the relationships between irrigation and poverty in the EGP. Such an analysis, especially if of spatial nature, can further inform regional investment decisions and targeting. Likewise, indirect effects of irrigation investments on poverty – such as through off-farm job generation – also require additional research.
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